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speak their languages. I don't want to* I don't
know their politicians* I don't like them. I don't
want alliance with European States/'
Lord Rothermere (Harold Harmsworth), champion of
every losing cause, prophet of almost every event which
has not occurred during the past fourteen years that he
has been in control of the Daily Mail and its satellites,
appears to the nation rather as a sinister than as an
amusing phenomenon.
It is true that his daily shout of " Hats off to France "
at the time when French policy was ruining hopes of
reconstruction and making some form of Hiderism
certain; his screams for the Hohenzollerns to be taken
back; his backing up of Fascists in Italy and Nazis in
Germany ; his frantic affection for Hungary followed by
cruel neglect; his taking-up and dropping of Mosley as
his inclinations or Daily Mail advertisers swayed him
—these atad other vagaries have passed in such quick
succession as to make almost no impact on the national
mind, though they may have disturbed and confused it.
Yet the possibility exists that one of the business men
in command of newspaper battalions may at any time
advocate, as good for business, some course which might
be opposed to public interest and yet, for the moment,
popular. This would be more likely to happen in a
group of newspapers under the direction of men who
remain in the background than in journals whose
controllers keep themselves in full view*
It is not improbable that the Daily Telegraph may be
offering a more effective hindrance to progress than
either the Mail or the Express* The Berry family, with
Lord Camrose at its head, is composed of men clever
enougfo to understand that giving instructions to
t iournalists, who carry them out in a quiet,

